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Time to connect
as site earmarked
for power facility
By Paul Ferguson

paul.ferguson@petersfieldpost.co.uk
Newsdesk: 01730 232605

AN ENERGY firm is ready to connect
with the public having chosen a site
for a massive power facility between
Lovedean and Denmead.

Aquind bosses are pressing ahead
with their £1.42bn scheme to link
the Lovedean substation with the
French power grid.
They have also earmarked a
site for a converter station with
land between Edneys Lane and
the National Grid facility being
favoured over a plot close to
Broadway Lane cottages.
Little has been heard from the
Russian-backed firm in recent
months with initial proposals
for a subsea power link between
Eastney and Le Havre being presented more than a year ago.
But it has been working hard
to “refine its proposals” and is
now seeking extra feedback with
another round of consultation
events starting in Portsmouth on
March 3.
A spokesman for Aquind said:
“We remain committed to en-
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PICTURE BY PAUL FERGUSON

Land west of the Lovedean substation, seen here from the north, has been earmarked by Aquind for a converter station.
gaging with the local community and as part of our upcoming
statutory consultation we look
forward to discussing our updated proposals with the local
community.
“We encourage all those with
an interest in the project to take
time to review the consultation
materials at a public exhibition

event, which provide an opportunity to discuss the proposals
with members of the Aquind project team.”
Events will take place from
4pm to 8pm in Jubilee Hall,
Horndean, and Waterlooville
Community Centre on March
14 and 21, with further sessions
from the same times in the Eagle

Centre, Wecock on March 22 and
in Denmead War Memorial Hall
on April 5.
The firm is also due to speak
to Denmead Parish Council’s
planning committee in Ashling
Pavilion from 7.30pm next Wednesday.
For more details visit www.
aquindconsultation.co.uk
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Residents raise
their concerns on
power link plans
CONTRIBUTED PICTURE

By Paul Ferguson

paul.ferguson@petersfieldpost.co.uk
Newsdesk: 01730 232605

UPDATED plans by an energy firm to
connect the Lovedean substation to
the French power grid are “vague”
and lacking detail according to worried villagers.

Representatives from Aquind
also failed to succinctly answer
questions about the scheme’s
funding, backing and motives
following a presentation in Denmead last Wednesday.
The firm has begun a second
round of consultation in its bid
to link a power station near
Le Havre to the National Grid
through undersea and underground cables.
They will run from the Forest
Road roundabout to a converter
station west of the substation but
the exact route has yet to be determined, with options including
tunnelling under farmland west
of Soake Road or underneath
Hambledon Road, Mill Road, Martin Avenue and Anmore Road.
Bosses are hopeful the privately-funded scheme will be ap-

A trench could be dug along Hambledon Road if a cable route via Martin Avenue and Mill Road, Denmead, is pursued.
proved by the Secretary of State
in late 2020, with construction
beginning the following year.
Concerns about disruption
were raised during the presentation at Ashling Park Pavilion with
one resident calling their previous consultation “appalling” as
only 239 responses were received
from a population of over 89,000.

The firm’s decision not to
draw up plans for a converter
station was also criticised with
Councillor Caroline Brook claiming that planners have doubts.
She said: “In all five local authorities there is an awful lot
of disquiet and my view is that
all five feel you’re being equally
vague.”

Another resident said the
proposals “lacked basic detail”
and queried whether Aquind
have the capacity to deliver,
with representatives being very
coy about the scheme’s cost. An
exhibition will take place from
4-8pm tomorrow (Thursday) in
Horndean’s Jubilee Hall. Visit
www.aquindconsultation.co.uk
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Power plans back on agenda
PICTURE BY PAUL FERGUSON

BY P A U L F E R G U S O N
paul.ferguson@petersfieldpost.co.uk
Newsdesk: 01730 232605

AN ENERGY firm is ready to
connect with the public having
chosen a site for a massive
power facility between
Lovedeanand Denmead.

Aquind bosses are pressing
ahead with their £i.42bn
scheme to link the Lovedean
substation with the French
power grid.
They have also earmarked a site for a converter
station with land between
Edneys Lane and
the National Grid
facility being favoured over a plot
close to Broadway
Lane cottages.
Little
has
been heard from the Russian-backed firm in recent
months with initial proposals for a subsea power link
b e t w e e n Eastney and Le
Havre being presented more
than a year ago.
But it has been working hard to "refine its pro-

posals" and is now seeking
extra feedback with another
round of consultation events
starting in Portsmouth on
March 3.
A spokesman for Aquind
said: "We remain committed
to engaging with the local
community and as part of
our upcoming statutory consultation we look forward to
discussing our updated proposals with the local community.
"We encourage all those
with an interest in the project to take time to review
the consultation materials at a public exhibition
event, which
p r o v i d e an
opportunity
to
discuss
the proposals
with members of the
Aquind project team."
Events will take place
from 4pm to 8pm in Jubilee
Hall, Horndean on March 14
and 21, with further sessions
from the same times in the
Eagle Centre, W e c o c k on
March 22 and in Denmead

'We look forward
to discussing
our updated
proposals'

Land west of the Lovedean substation has been earmarked by Aquind for a converter station.

War Memorial Hall on April
5-

The firm is also due to

speak to Denmead Parish
Council's planning committee in Ashling Pavilion from

7.30pm next Wednesday.
For more details v i s i t
www.aquindconsultation.co.uk
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Plan to rip up Eastern
Road for Aquind
electricity cables revised
to stop 'traffic chaos'

An artist's impression of Aquind's Interconnector, which
would link to cables running through the city
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FEARS that plans for
controversial electricity
cables would lead to a
major city road being
'ripped up' have been
allayed in a bid to avoid
'traffic chaos.'
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The route of the Aquind
interconnector, which will
bring electricity from France, could now go partly
alongside Eastern Road in Portsmouth rather than
through the length of it.
Residents voiced their concerns when a
consultation last year proposed running the
electricity lines through the road and city
councillors formally objected to plans for the same
reason.
Now, among different options for the route, is the
possibility of installing cables in the verges and
footpaths next to Eastern Road 'where possible.'

Hello, this is the first of your 5 free
articles for this week
Subscribe today

Council leader, Councillor Gerald Vernon-Jackson,
said: 'That would have significantly less impact on
car drivers.
'Ripping up Eastern Road would cause traffic
chaos, it would be a huge operation.'
An Aquind spokesman said: 'In a number of
locations, we looked at routes that avoid roads
completely, while along the Eastern Road we have
proposed that, where possible, the cables be
installed in verges or footpaths to minimise traffic
disruption.
'Where this is not practically achievable, we will
consider a range of traffic management measures
to minimise disruption to road users.
'However, any roads or green spaces directly
affected would be restored following completion
of construction.'
Feedback from the most recent Aquind
consultation - held in February and March this year
- also questioned why the lines, which will travel to
the Lovedean convertor station, could not run
through Langstone Harbour instead.
However, a special protection status of the
harbour meant this was not possible.
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'Langstone Harbour was discounted as a potential
landfall location due to the numerous
environmental designations which protect the
harbour and surrounding area from development
and help care for protected species,' Aquind said.
Cllr Vernon-Jackson added: 'Logically if if the
interconnector is coming out of the water it would
make more sense for it to come through the
harbour rather than through the city, but that was
a government ruling.’

Options for the cable route are still being
considered. It is planned a development consent
order application will be made to the secretary of
state at the end of this year.
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Impact of power
scheme on roads
could be shocker

CONTRIBUTED PICTURE

By Paul Ferguson

paul.ferguson@petersfieldpost.co.uk
Newsdesk: 01730 232605

THE DISRUPTION caused by the delivery of an abnormal load to Lovedean
last summer could become a daily occurrence around the village if plans
for an energy scheme are approved.

That’s the fear of some councillors as concerns have been raised
about the size and number of
vehicle movements to a development site next to Lovedean substation.
Representatives from Aquind
Ltd will talk to Horndean
residents next week about their
updated plan to link the substation to the French power grid
through undersea and underground cables.
The firm appears to have ruled
out laying cables under Milton
Road and Lovedean Lane because
they’ve earmarked land west of
the substation for a connector
station.
But construction traffic will
still have to pass through Horndean and Lovedean if the scheme
is approved, as access to the con-

Councillors are concerned scenes like this on Dell Piece West could become the norm if the Aquind scheme is approved.
nector station is likely to come
from Broadway Lane.
Councillor John Lay reminded
Horndean Parish Council of the
disruption on roads around the
area when a 169-tonne Super
Grid Transformer was delivered
to the substation in August.
He warned councillors last
Monday that the biggest impact

of the scheme locally would be
the regularity of similar deliveries.
He said: “The thing that worries me is about how they’re
going to get things to the Lovedean substation because there’s
quite a lot going on up there.”
“It causes chaos but it’s the
obvious way in,” said Councillor

Dorothy Denston.
Villagers can learn more
about the latest Aquind proposals during the annual parish
meeting of Horndean from 7pm
next Monday, April 8, in Jubilee
Hall. The public exhibition will
also take place from 4pm to 8pm
next Friday, April 5, in Denmead
War Memorial Hall.
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Feedback desperately
needed on power plan
By Paul Ferguson

paul.ferguson@petersfieldpost.co.uk
Newsdesk: 01730 232605

REPRESENTATIVES of a firm
which could construct a major
energy development in Lovedean have assured villagers their
scheme is not a done deal.

But Aquind and Horndean
Parish Council (HPC) have
pleaded for written feedback as the deadline for the
latest consultation is fast approaching.
People who attended
the annual parish meeting
of Horndean heard Aquind
had received only around 50
pieces of feedback since its
consultation opened.
The figure was rubbished
by Councillor Sara Schillemore, as she believes around
200 people attended a recent
informal event in Lovedean,

while around a dozen exhibition events have taken place
in the likes of Horndean,
Denmead, Waterlooville and
Portsmouth in recent weeks.
The multi-million-pound
scheme will link Lovedean
substation with the French
power grid through underground and undersea cables.
A new connector station
will be built west of Lovedean.
The cable route from
Eastney to the connector
site will pass west of Waterlooville before heading north
through Denmead or the gap
between the communities.
The prospect of heavy
construction traffic through
Lovedean, Day Lane and
Broadway Lane, plus the delivery of several large transporters on lanes ill-equipped
for special loads, concerned
some councillors.

“One of the main concerns I have about the
project is about the construction at Lovedean,” said
Councillor Richard Veitch.
“Last year we had a transformer that was taken up
through the same route and
it caused absolute chaos
with all the village and surrounding area.
“If you’re going through
lanes and country roads
you’re going to cause mayhem so I’d like to know what
you’re planning to reduce
that impact.”
Cllr Sarah Schillemore,
who suggested HPC should
object to the “horrendous”
plans before urging the
council to make a formal response, said: “I think people
are very nervous about large
pieces of equipment being
moved through Lovedean.
“The National Grid had a

comprehensive travel plan
to move a transporter in on
a Sunday morning and it
was very exciting and people
came out with their cameras
early in the morning.
“They needn’t have bothered because it got stuck on
Day Lane and they had to get
a large crane to help it out.”
Aquind representatives
told HPC that construction
routes are being planned
“very carefully” with feedback from the public, National Grid and Hampshire
Highways all playing a part.
There could be an intensive period of construction
traffic and the possibility of
some taking place at night
could not be ruled out.
More details can be found
and feedback can be submitted at www.aquindconsultation.
co.uk with the consultation
finishing on April 29.
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Energy scheme
on annual agenda
REPRESENTATIVES from
a firm that’s looking to link
Lovedean substation with
the French power grid will
attend a key meeting in
Horndean next week.
People who attend the
annual parish meeting in
Jubilee Hall next Monday
will get the chance to meet
Aquind representatives.
Residents will be given a
verbal update on matters of
interest to the parish and
will also hear reports from
county and district coun-

cillors during the meeting,
which begins at 7pm.
Other items on the
agenda include the annual
report of Horndean Parish
Council and a presentation
from their Countryside
Team about completed,
current and planned projects around the village.
Residents will also get
the chance to ask questions as the meeting will
conclude with a “general
discussion of matters concerning the parish”.
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Electricity plant
in same class as
power stations
By Jon Walker

jonwalker@petersfieldpost.co.uk
Newsdesk: 023 9257 2801

A PROPOSED undersea
cross-Channel power cable
from Normandy to East Hampshire has been moved into the
same planning category as new
nuclear power stations and
airports.

The Aquind Interconnector
project will see a cable from a
power station near Le Havre
come ashore at Eastney in
Portsmouth and then run to
a new converter station at
Lovedean.
On Monday (July 30) the
Government announced the
privately-funded £1.1 billion
proposal is to be treated as
Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project.
The Secretary of State for
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, Greg Clarke
MP, issued the direction for
Aquind Interconnector to be
treated as project for which
government development
consent is required.
Such projects include
power stations and new
airports, and bypass local

planning policy issued by
authorities like East Hampshire District Council; now
Aquind will apply to the
Secretary of State for a Development Consent Order
(DCO).
Aquind, a British registered company, says it anticipates an application for
development consent will
be submitted in 2019.
The submission will
come after further technical
studies and consultation
with the local community,
affected landowners and
other relevant stakeholders.
Once submitted, the
government’s Planning Inspectorate will examine the
DCO application before the
Secretary of State makes
a decision on whether authorisation should be given
for the project, which is due
to go ‘live’ in 2022.
An Aquind spokesman
said: “The DCO planning
process is well-suited to the
project given its potential to
deliver significant national
benefits, including more
competition in energy markets, lower carbon dioxide

emissions, greater integration of renewable energy
sources and greater security of supply.
“It can also provide valuable ancillary services to the
electric power grid.
“The project parameters
remain unchanged, irrespective of the consenting
regime – the onshore cable
will be fully underground,
and the converter station
will be the only visible element.”
Earlier this year,
the interconnector was
awarded Project of Common Interest (PCI) status by
the European Commission
(EU).
PCIs are key EU energy
projects that address the
issues of affordability, security of supply and the use
of fossil fuels.
The Aquind spokesman
added: “Brexit will have limited impact on the project
as the need for more interconnection between the UK
and the continent remains.”
More information about
the Aquind Interconnector
can be found at: www.
aquind.co.uk
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LOVEDEAN

Council set for power talks
station.
But construction traffic
paul.ferguson@petersfieldpost.co.uk
will still have to pass through
Newsdesk: 01730 232605
Horndean and Lovedean if
the scheme is approved, as
THE DISRUPTION caused by the
access to the connector stadelivery of an abnormal load to
tion is likely to come from
Lovedean last summer could be- Broadway Lane.
Councillor John Lay recome a daily occurrence around
the village if plans for an energy minded Horndean Parish
Council of the disruption
scheme are approved.
on roads around the area
That’s the fear of some counwhen a 169-tonne Super Grid
cillors as concerns have been
Transformer was delivered
raised about the size and
to the substation in August.
number of vehicle moveHe warned councillors
ments to a development site
last Monday that the biggest
next to Lovedean substation.
impact of the scheme locally
Representatives from
would be the regularity of
Aquind Ltd will
similar delivtalk to Horndean
‘It causes
eries.
residents
next
chaos but it’s
He said:
week about their
“The thing
the obvious
updated plan to link
that
worway in’
the substation to
ries me is
the French power
about how
grid through undersea and
they’re going to get things
underground cables.
to the Lovedean substation
The firm appears to have
because there’s quite a lot
ruled out laying cables under
going on up there.”
Milton Road and Lovedean
“It causes chaos but it’s
Lane because they’ve earthe obvious way in,” said
marked land west of the
Councillor Dorothy Denston.
substation for a connector
Villagers can learn more

CONTRIBUTED PICTURE

By Paul Ferguson

Councillors are concerned scenes like this on Dell Piece West could become the norm in the future.
about the latest Aquind proposals during the annual
parish meeting of Horndean

from 7pm next Monday,
April 8, in Jubilee Hall. The
public exhibition will also

take place from 4pm to 8pm
next Friday, April 5, in Denmead War Memorial Hall.
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DENMEAD & LOVEDEAN

Concerns about cable plans
or underneath Hambledon
Road, Mill Road, Martin Avpaul.ferguson@petersfieldpost.co.uk
enue and Anmore Road.
Newsdesk: 01730 232605
Bosses are hopeful the
privately-funded scheme
UPDATED plans by an energy
will be approved by the Secfirm to connect the Lovedean
retary of State in late 2020,
substation to the French power with construction beginning
the following year.
grid are “vague” and lacking
Fears about disruption
detail according to villagers.
Representatives
from were raised during the meetAquind also failed to suc- ing in Ashling Park Pavilion
cinctly answer questions with one resident calling
about the scheme’s funding, their previous consultation
backing and motives follow- “appalling” as only 239 reing a presentation in Den- sponses were received from
a population of over 89,000.
mead last Wednesday.
The firm’s decision not
The firm has begun a
to draw up plans for a consecond round of
consultation in its ‘In all five local verter station was also
bid to link a power
station near Le authorities there c r i t i c i s e d
Havre to the Na- is an awful lot of with Councillor Carodisquiet’
tional Grid through
line Brook
undersea
and
claiming that
underground cables.
They will run from the planners have doubts.
She said: “In all five local
Forest Road roundabout
to a converter station west authorities there is an awful
of the substation but the lot of disquiet and my view is
exact route has yet to be that all five feel you’re being
determined, with options equally vague.”
Another resident said
including tunnelling under
farmland west of Soake Road the proposals “lacked basic

CONTRIBUTED PICTURE

By Paul Ferguson

One of the proposed routes for the underground cable could see Hambledon Road, Denmead, being dug up.
detail” and queried whether
Aquind have the capacity to
deliver, with representatives

being coy about the scheme’s
cost. An exhibition will take
place from 4-8pm tomorrow

(Thursday) in Horndean’s
Jubilee Hall. Visit www.aquind
consultation.co.uk
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Brexit delays leave UK at risk of higher power prices
by Bloomberg
28/03/2019, 6:00 am
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Some projects to develop new power cables between the U.K. and France are on hold because of
uncertainties related to Brexit, throwing into question the delivery of infrastructure intended to
reduce electricity costs in the U.K.
Work continues on two new interconnectors that were already under construction between the countries. However, talks on
three other subsea power lines have been suspended due to the prolonged wrangling between the U.K. and the European Union
over their divorce.
The pause, caused by the French energy regulator’s decision not to rule on the benefits of new interconnectors with the U.K.
until the final conditions of Brexit have been clarified, could mean higher power prices on the British market for several years.
“As the U.K. often benefits from low power prices from France, less interconnection with that country can inadvertently
translate to higher power prices,” said Andreas Gandolfo, a London-based analyst at BloombergNEF.
Increased connectivity with neighboring countries is becoming more important as the European power market undergoes rapid
change. Utilities are becoming reluctant to invest billions to replace coal-fired and nuclear plants that are edging closer to
retirement age, while wind and solar power can experience significant fluctuations.

On Pause
Ofgem, the U.K. energy regulator, has so far approved nine interconnectors, which would more than triple capacity from the
current 5 gigawatts, a spokeswoman said. Developers will need to work with governments and regulators in connecting
countries to ensure that final approval is granted in those countries, she said.
French regulator CRE’s concern over Brexit uncertainty is delaying progress of the Fab Link, Aquind and GridLink.
Prime Minister Theresa May is still struggling to gather enough support to get her EU withdrawal agreement through a vote in
the House of Commons by Friday. If her deal fails for a third time, the U.K. will be forced to choose between a potentially long
delay to its departure and falling out of the EU without a deal on April 12. Either of those outcomes would deepen the
uncertainty that’s affecting the development of this vital infrastructure.
“There is a pause on talks for new interconnectors in development to France until Brexit is sorted,” National Grid Plc said in
response to questions from Bloomberg. The U.K. power-grid operator said it’s continuing with projects that are already
underway, amounting to a 2.1 billion-pound ($2.8 billion) investment in cables to France, Norway and Denmark.
“There are significant benefits for consumers from greater interconnection, no matter what the Brexit outcome,” National Grid
said.

Slipping T imetables
The construction of Fab Link, a 1.4-gigawatt subsea link between the South of England and the Normandy region in France, is
due to start in 2020 and to be completed in 2023, according to its website. The project is being developed by French powergrid operator Reseau de Transport d’Electricite, Transmission Investment and Alderney Renewable Energy.
Achieving that timetable will ultimately depend on the review by the French energy regulator, an RTE spokeswoman said by
email. A spokesman for Transmission Investment declined to comment on any delays to Fab Link.
GridLink, a 1.4-gigawatt power transmission cable between Kent and Dunkirk developed by Icon Infrastructure is due to be built
between the end of 2020 and the end of 2023, according to its website. GridLink didn’t respond to a request for comment
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through its website.
The 2-gigawatt Aquind project is “progressing on all planned activities,” said a spokesman for the company, while declining to
comment on the details of talks with the French and U.K. regulators. Based on environmental and permitting time lines, the
company aims to make its final investment decision by the end of 2020 and commission the cable at the end of 2023. In a
statement last October, Aquind said its target was to complete construction in 2022.

Insufficient Capacity
The only power link between France and the U.K. is the 2-gigawatt IFA 2000 interconnector. That cable has been in service
since 1986 and isn’t sufficient to meet the highest demand for power trading between the countries.
In the short term, Franco-British interconnection capacity will double to 4 gigawatts — the equivalent of more than two nuclear
reactors — as Channel Tunnel operator Getlink expects to commission its ElecLink project early next year.
National Grid and its French counterpart RTE plan to complete the IFA2 cable between Southampton and Caen in the fourth
quarter of 2020. National Grid also expects to complete its North Sea link with Norway at the end of 2021.
RTE and its Irish counterpart are continuing studies for the 700-megawatt Celtic Interconnector, which could bypass the U.K.
and link France directly to Ireland from 2026. A final investment decision would happen around 2021, according to Eirgrid’s
website.
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Aquind proposals to
be showcased in hall
SOUTH of Butser residents
with concerns or questions
about the impact of a massive energy development
near Lovedean have been
urged to attend a public exhibition.
Aquind is holding a series of exhibitions over the
coming month to showcase
its updated plans to link the
Lovedean substation with

the French power grid.
The proposals, which
include the laying of underground cables from Eastney to Lovedean and a large
interconnector station on
land west of the substation,
will be showcased from 4pm
to 8pm next Thursday in Jubilee Hall, Horndean.
Visit www.aquindconsultation.
co.uk for more.
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